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Aiura Caeyara

A character created by Andrew that was used in Open Roleplaying 1)2), then was converted into a Game
Master character in 2022.

Aiura

Species & Gender: Norian Female
Date of Birth: YE 04 40 Years
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Operator

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Current Placement: Fort Tokyo, Kyoto War College Campus

Physical Description

Aiura is a beautiful Norian, she has a height of 164cm and weighs 47kg. She has platinum shoulder-
length hair and sapphire blue eyes. Like most of her kind, she has a pale complexion and pointed ears
and is able to blend in well with the elves of Xiuluria.

Specifications
Height: 5'4“ (164cm)
Mass: 103.6 lbs (41kg)

Measurements: B83-W60-H84 (B32-W24-H33)
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Specifications
Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Athletic, Pale White
Eye Color: Sapphire Blue
Hair Color: Platinum Blonde

Psychological and Personality

Aiura is an ENTJ3) personality, who is ambitious in her goal to succeed as the first of her kind to join the
Star Army of Yamatai. She has natural leadership ability and is often one to take charge of a situation or
activity and frequently provides advice and coaching to her friends or subordinates. Due to her take-
charge attitude sometimes fails to listen well to those around her, often excited to present her ideas and
solutions. She clings to logic in most situations however occasionally gives into her more sensitive and
emotional side. Aiura is fearless with public speaking and is very good at projecting confidence even
when it is an illusion sometimes.

Unlike most of her kind, Aiura is interested in the pursuit of a romantic relationship outside of her own
species. Due to the past social stigma attached to this behavior moving to the Yamatai Star Empire was a
logical choice following the end of the Chaos Hive War.

History

The history of Aiura Caeyara.

Pre-RP

Aiura Caeyara was born on Ayenee in YE 04 in the Norian-controlled colony of Surrune. Her parents were
Airwin and Saeyura, the Prince and Princess of the Norian Galactic Federation . In YE 21 she served in the
Norian Navy under the command of her father, as a Tactical Officer during the Chaos Hive War. Norian
forces assisted in the liberation of Ayenee along with the Yamatai Star Empire and the NDI. At the war's
conclusion, Aiura, along with several others of her kind, emigrated to the Yamatai Star Empire. Due to the
classified nature of the Transuniversal Teleportation Drive and associated operations, Aiura settled in
Xiuluria where she could blend in with the elves from that region.

RP

In YE 42, after a visit to Kyoto during Love Day celebrations4) she decided to move to the capital with the
intentions of joining the Star Army of Yamatai and attending the Kyoto War College. She got a job as a
pastry chef at Takeda House in downtown Kyoto5) temporarily until she could make arrangements to join
the military. During her employment in YE 44, she had a brief visit from her father updating her on news
from their home nation at which time he also encouraged her to join the Star Army of Yamatai.
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In YE 44, Aiura then relocated to Fort Tokyo on Jiyuu III to attend the Kyoto War College.

Skills Learned

Aiura is well versed in all the Star Army Common Skills. She also has the following skills:

Cooking - Aiura is creative in the preparation of food, namely desserts. She was hired as a pastry
chef at Takeda House in YE 42.
Art - Aiura is a master in yumba, which is traditionally Norian glyph calligraphy. Yumba glyphs are
often used to decorate gifts or official documents.

Social Connections

Aiura has few social connections, but she plans on making new ones while she is in the service of the Star
Army of Yamatai.

Inventory and Finance

Aiura has the following:

3,000 KS
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Several Civilian Outfits in various styles and formality.

She also relies upon the Yamatai Prestige System for her needs.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2022/09/28 17:38.

Andrew's Star Army Will
Art done on Midjourney bot by Andrew.
Approved by Wes in this thread.
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment Fort Tokyo
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 7
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office Planetary Governor
District Akina System
Political Party Indepdendent

1) , 4)
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